Suricata - Bug #5101

defrag: policy config can setup radix incorrectly

02/18/2022 01:45 PM - Jeff Lucovsky

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Jeff Lucovsky
Category: 
Target version: 5.0.9
Affected Versions: 
Effort: Difficulty: 
Label: 

Description

#5081 for policy radix tree.

Related issues:
Copied from Bug #5085: defrag: policy config can setup radix incorrectly Added

History

#1 - 02/18/2022 01:45 PM - Jeff Lucovsky
- Copied from Bug #5085: defrag: policy config can setup radix incorrectly added

#2 - 03/05/2022 03:02 PM - Jeff Lucovsky
- Status changed from Assigned to In Progress

#3 - 03/07/2022 01:36 PM - Jeff Lucovsky
- Status changed from In Progress to In Review

https://github.com/OISF/suricata/pull/7124

#4 - 03/12/2022 01:48 PM - Jeff Lucovsky
- Status changed from In Review to Closed